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ABSTRACT 
This essay aims to describe and analyze identity dimensions in Talesh citizens and 
introduce appropriate strategies for upgrading the level of their collective identity. After 
review of literature and formulate the conceptual framework, the relation of collective 
identity and main research variables such as social stratification, both concrete dimensions 
(such as job, income, education, rate of access to welfare facilities)and subjective 
dimensions and also other independent variables such as self-image, social interactions, 
sense of discrimination, sense of deprivation and political legitimacy has been considered. 
The research method is Survey which has been performed by questionnaire. There are 246 
of the people of Talesh in the sample which has determined by stratified random sampling. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Define the problem: 

 A person can be recognized by his/her identity. A person as a member of social group is recognized by 

his/her individual and behavioral characteristics. When a human encounter with other society and different 

mindset of new roles, his/her identity will appear, otherwise, he cannot be aware of his traits and consequently 

his identity is not formed. Example of carpenter and hammer in Heidegger refer to this issue.  Heidegger argued 

that when hammer functions properly, carpenter cannot find out its function until it takes in bind, for example 

carpenter cannot hit the nail by hammer; identity is so, if there is not other person or if there is not a problem. 

Individual can not aware of his/her identity (kakhi, 1378). During the history. Iranian identity has been emerged 

against others such as Ottoman Empire, Arabs, Macedonians, Russians, Americans and once aginst all of 

globalized west  modernity(Bashirieh, 1383).  

 So, collective identity means feeling of solidarity of person with social group in local, national and global 

levels. These kinds of identity are formed through interactions with others. Today, all of societies experience 

identity crisis and its reconstruction. In traditional societies locale was separated from space, and locale and 

space intertwined in the context of locale, but basic transformation has been occurred during civilization process 

and consequently traditional functions of locale and territory in the relation of identity and culture has been 

disappeared.  

 So, ethnic identities if come to be ethnocentrism and sense of superiority and domination to other ethnics 

can cause ethnic conflict and be a barrier to solidarity and public collective integration. Also, at the other side, if 

national identity cause radical nationalism and anti ethnic policies and try for assimilation and ethnic 

unidentification can be origin of internal ethnic conflicts andregional and international conflict between 

nations(Abdollahi, 1380: 354). Today, globalization has caused identity changes. Different cultures are  affected 

by television, global tourism, global English language, universal human rights, global consumerism and other 

mentioned interventions and have been discontinued  of local opponents.  Because of special strategic and 

geostrategic position of Iran, There are shared ethnics in its territory. Some of them are in and out of Iran. 

Talesh is one of these ethnics that its upper part based on Treaty of Turkmenchay is located abroad of Iran’s 

borders and also some part of that is located in Azerbaijan.  
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 Unrest and identity crisis of (national) societal identity and accentuated Ethnocentrism and social problems 

may be some of impacts of ethnic varieties in Iran. In this situation collective identity would be appeared as 

social problem. The main question of this essay is: How is the tendency to collective identity(local, national, 

super national) among different stata of peoples of Talesh and why is so? 

  

Hypotheses: 

 There is significant relationship between socio economic status(objective and subjective) and  collective 

identity.  

There is significant relationship between self-image  and collective identity.  

There is significant relationship between sense of deprivation and collective identity.  

There is significant relationship between sense of discrimination and collective identity.  

There is significant relationship between political legitimacy and collective identity.  

 

Explanatory results: 

 As a sum, the results of statistics tests are: There is significant relationship between Talesh social 

stratification(subjective and objective) and their tendency to collective identity. It means, people are belonged to 

high socio economic status tend to special identity and reversely; it means, people with upper income, good job 

and better facilitations tend to high education and interactions and consequently to realized identity.  Probably, 

reconstruction of ethnic identity among social actors(Talesh) is  due to historical trend of Iran, focusing on 

unity, unification, national assimilation and omitting other as “others” in Pahlavi era and ideological 

assimilation and elimination of others in after Islamic revolution.    

 At the other side, high strata of society usually seeking to conserve the existing order and use bureaucracy 

for this(Lahsaee zadeh, 1377). So, mentioned above strata, based on focusing on high traditions, originality, 

origin, ancestry proceed toward conservative tendencies, because, they considered  themselves as master of 

people, aren’t satisfied of government operation, feels deprivation and discrimination, they encounter to social 

closure  in class, ethnic, religious, gender and other kinds of exploitations  structure and so use power in 

progressive  way, they resist against dominance until recapture their minimum score(Grep, 1373). That is why, 

they move toward anti core tendencies(societal identity). There is significant and positive  relationship between 

self-image , social interactions, political legitimacy( as independent variables) and identity. It means that if a 

person has a positive social impression of himself, considers socially himself as an efficient actor, he tends to 

general collective identity. If person has had broad social interaction and group membership and consider high 

rank of legitimacy for political system, he tends more to general(societal) collective identity; but, there is no 

relationship between other independent variables and collective identity. Regression analysis shows that 

subjective strata, social interaction, objective strata and sex as control variables have significant relationship 

with tendency to collective identity and have been remained in regression equation.   

 Correlation Coefficient of these variables and its Coefficient R is respectively  0/508 and 0/499 and it 

means that 50percaent of dependent variable are determined by mentioned variables. Subjective strata, social 

interaction, objective strata and sex respectively 33, 14, 2 and 1 percent of dependent variable variations.  These 

4 variable determine 50 percent of dependent variable variations and 50 percent of variation hasn’t been 

determined by these considered variables. Other effective variables haven’t been considered.  
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